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Abstract: Cloud computing is used to describe the delivery of software, infrastructure and storage devices over the internet. 
After evolution of the internet, Cloud computing is the next stage. Cloud Computing can simply the way in which the business 
operates, particularly in terms of needs of hardware. One is able to access and connect the same information but it can be done 
from anywhere and a more streamed technology installation is enjoyed by organization. VCloud Computing involves the 
concepts of parallel processing and distributed computing in order to provide the shared resources by means of Virtual 
Machines(VMs) hosted by physical servers. It is a service oriented design that reduces the cost of access to gather the 
information of the clients offer greater flexibility and demand based services. The benefits of Cloud Computing are far 
reaching. It is not a technology solution or server stored in another location but it is business enhanced computing that affects 
the business positively.  Apart of its popularity it has some concerns which are becoming huddles for its wider adoption. A 
survey of cloud computing and virtual migration is presented in this paper.  
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I. INTRODUCTIOZ 
Cloud computing has storage and computing as a service that can be provided to customers according to pay-as-you-go model. 
Cloud computing gives the ability for supporting today's technology trends, such as large data and analytics for social and mobile 
networks [1]. As per NIST, cloud computing is considered as a model that allows ubiquitous, easy and on-demand network access 
for sharing computing resource pools (such as servers, networks, applications, storage, and services) that may instantly allocate and 
publish or serve with less management effort supplier interaction [2].  
Cloud computing is the term utilized to allude to web-based applications and web administrations like disseminated processing, 
virtualization of machines, secure web administrations. The difficulties vary from managing resource variety, designating resources 
to the user demands efficiently as well as effectively scheduling the requests that are planned to assigned resources, as well as 
managing contingencies linked with the workload and the system.  
Cloud Computing can simplify the way in which your business operates, particularly in terms of need of hardware. By means of 
cloud computing solution , you are able to connect and access the same information but connection can be done from anywhere and 
a more streamed technology installation is enjoyed by the organization. The various cloud computing services that are provided are 
shown in the Fig. 1. For SaaS, the cloud vendor will host the software for you and you are not required to install and manage the 
software or buy the hardware for it. Software as a Service (SaaS) is where journey of the most of the businesses start: typically 
starting with email remote delivery and backup of business information in online mode. PaaS i.e Platform as a Service is where the 
operating system is hosted in the Cloud rather than installing it on the physical machine. IaaS i.e Infrastructure as a Service is a 
service where physical server space is rented and kept at warehouse of the vendor. Any legal software can be installed on the server 
and access to the staff and the clients can be provided as deemed fit by the organization.  
Cloud implementation offers many advantages as compared to the Traditional IT installation . In Cloud Computing  , all the 
hardware, software and infrastructure are owned and managed by the cloud provider and the business are supposed to pay only 
monthly fees for the services provided by the cloud vendor. The comparison between Technology installation before and after the 
cloud implementation is shown in Fig. 2.  
There are many reasons for the Organization to go for cloud computing. Firstly it gives the employees the freedom to work from 
anywhere. Secondly employees can access the data anytime without the constraint of risks associated with the physical storage as 
the responsibility is taken up by the Cloud Vendor. Complex disaster recovery planning is avoided as this responsibility lies with the 
cloud vendor [3]. It also enables the organizations to compete with the rest of the organizations as they access the same technology 
as their other competitors are accessing. Lastly Document control is improved as everyone can work with all files located at the 
central location.  
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Fig. 1 Cloud Computing services delivered over the cloud 

 

 
Fig. 2 Technology installation before and after Cloud Implementation 

 
II. CLOUD COMPUTING SERVICE MODELS  

Resource virtualization is the foundation for cloud computing. Virtualization provides isolated, transparent, encapsulated, and 
manageable environment for both cloud service providers and end users. By following an elastic resource pool, virtualization 
allows cloud service providers and users to make use of the computing/storage resources more capably, such as load balancing, 
energy saving, host failure handling, and users’ resource reassignment. In these basic functional modules, we often need to live 
migrate a virtual machine (VM) from one host to another without interrupting the current running applications in the VM. In order 
to provide services, large-scale data centres are established. These data centre contain numbers of running computational nodes 
given that virtualization by introducing many virtual machines (VMs) on each node[4].  Cloud Computing services may be 
delivered over the models namely, Public Cloud, Private Cloud, Hybrid Cloud and Community cloud. In Private Cloud, services 
are owned on site by you and your company , with your data behind your organizations own firewall. In Public cloud, the services 
may be shared with other organizations and the data security is provided by the cloud service vendor. Services for a single 
organization delivered over  a combination of Public and Private cloud is called Hybrid Cloud. When the Private or Public cloud 
data is shared by more than one organization , with the data secured and portioned by the cloud service provider is called 
Community cloud.  
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Fig. 3 Cloud Computing Service Models  

 
III. VIRTULIZATION IN CLOUD COMPUTTING 

Virtualization in computing is creation of virtual (not real) of virtual something such as hardware, software, platform or a operating 
system or a storage or a network device [5]. In a virtualized environment IT enterprise has to manage many changes as the changes 
occur more quickly in virtual environment than in a physical environment. Because of virtualization clouds are scalable and agile. 
Virtualization technology makes cloud computing environment easily to manage the resources. It abstracts and isolates the 
underlying hardware, and networking resources in a single hosting environment. It increases the security of cloud computing by 
protecting both the integrity on guest virtual machine and cloud components virtualized machines can be scaled up or down on 
demand and can provide reliability. It provides resource sharing, high utilization of pooled resources, rapid provisioning and 
workload isolation. 
The recent trends in virtualization are consolidation of data centers thus reducing the managing cost. Apart of its benefits it has 
some drawbacks like managing virtual resources is critical and migrating services of these resources are difficult in achieving 
high availability. 
Hypervisor: A hypervisor is software, hardware or a firmware that provides virtual partitioning capabilities which runs directly 
on hardware. It is defined as the virtual machine manager which allows multiple operating systems to run on a system at a time 
providing resources to each OS without any interaction. 
Hypervisor controls all the guest systems. As the operating system number increases managing is difficult these leads to 
security issues. If a hacker gets control over the hypervisor he can control the guest systems by knowing the behavior of the 
system which causes data processing damage. Advanced protection system is to be developed to monitor the activities of the 
guest Virtual machine [6]. 

 
Fig. 4 Virtualization Mechanism 
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IV. CONCLUSION  
To have physical and virtual controls in the cloud environment one must protect data by implementing strong encrypting 
techniques using secure connections and applying data loss prevention policies [7]. Access control policies are to be established 
and client identities are to be checked. Data center platforms, infrastructure and client devices are to be secured by trusted 
computer policies. Enable secure migration from private cloud environment to public cloud providers. This paper discuss 
complete fast growing technology known as cloud computing. Cloud computing have large number of resources to distributes 
their resources on demand. Cloud computing provide all the computing related services through the internet. For storage there is 
data as a service, for application there is software as a service, for computing there is platform as a service and infrastructure as a 
service etc. However cloud computing have various advantages but there is also some of the critical issues which needs to resolve 
with urgency. One of the major issues of cloud computing is virtual machine migration from current host system to another 
system due to over loading or other resource utilization factor. 
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